
Broadband BoosterHBB1

Eliminate the Lag!
The Hawking HBB1 Broadband Booster eliminates the problem of Internet lag in home and work networks. When multiple
internet applications such as, VoIP phone calls, streaming video, and online gaming run simultaneously on a given broadband
network, internet lag is present as both applications fight for the same amount of bandwidth. The end result is choppy
conversations for VoIP calls, dropped or "frozen" frames for video streaming and online gaming lag (unplayable online gaming
experience). The HBB1 Broadband Booster solves this using an intelligent engine (StreamEngine Technology) to manage and
prioritize all data traffic going out of the network for a seemless internet experience. The HBB1 is designed to enhance the
playability of online games, maintain VoIP call quality, and improve the performance of all time-sensitive "real-time" internet
applications without any configuration by the user. Simply connect the Broadband Booster to your existing network and
you're ready to enjoy maximized high-speed performance from your established broadband Internet connection. There's
nothing to remove or setup!

The Broadband Booster boosts the performance of many internet applications. This list does not include all applications
benefitting from the Broadband Booster.

- Improves the quality of VoIP Phone Calls (Skype, Vonage etc...)
- Eliminates Gaming Lag associated with Online PC Gaming and Console Gaming (Xbox Live, PS2, PSP, GameCube etc...)
- Streamlines Web Cam Video over the Internet
- Seemless Video Conferencing over the Internet
- Improves Video and Sound Quality of Internet Cameras (IP-Cameras)
- Supresses Lag associated with running Peer to Peer programs (BitTorrent, Kazaa etc...)
- Increased Response time for Local Web-Servers

Features
Boost Your Internet Application Speeds by Up to 400%
Compatible with all Home or Work Networks (Cable/DSL/Ethernet Based ISP)
Great for Networks with more than One Computer
Eliminates Lag in Online Xbox, PS2, Gamecube and PC Gaming
Plug and Play Installation - No Software Necessary

HBB1
Broadband Booster

PACKAGE CONTENTS:
One Broadband Booster
Easy to follow Users Manual
One Ethernet Cable
One Power Adapter
One Power Adapter Extension Cable

Featuring:




